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KIRWAN SURJECTIVITY FOR THE EQUIVARIANT DOLBEAULT
COHOMOLOGY
YI LIN
ABSTRACT. Consider the holomorphic Hamiltonian action of a compact
Lie group K on a compact Ka¨hler manifoldM with a moment map Φ :
M → k∗. Assume that 0 is a regular value of the moment map. Weits-
man raised the question of what we can say about the cohomology of the
Ka¨hler quotientM0 := Φ
−1(0)/K if all the ordinary cohomology ofM is
of type (p, p).
In this paper, using the Cartan-Chern-Weil theory we show that in the
above context there is a natural surjective Kirwan map from an equivari-
ant version of the Dolbeault cohomology ofM onto the Dolbeault coho-
mology of the Ka¨hler quotient M0. As an immediate consequence, this
result provides an answer to the question posed by Weitsman.
1. INTRODUCTION
Assume that there is a compact Lie group K acting on a compact sym-
plectic manifold (M,ω) in a Hamiltonian fashion with a moment map Φ :
M → k∗, and that K acts freely on the level set Z := Φ−1(0). Then the quo-
tient spaceM0 := Z/K naturally inherits a symplectic structure from that
of M, and is called a symplectic quotient of the Hamiltonian K-manifold
M. In her fundamental work [Kir84], Kirwan established the important
Kirwan surjectivity theorem for compact Hamiltonian K-manifolds, which
asserts that the Kirwan map κ : HK(M)→ H(M0) is surjective.
Now assume that theHamiltonian K-manifold (M,ω) is equivariant Ka¨hler.
In other words, assume that the symplectic 2-formω is Ka¨hler, and that the
action of K is holomorphic. Then the symplectic quotient M0 inherits a
Ka¨hler structure from that ofM, and is called a Ka¨hler quotient of the equi-
variant Ka¨hler K-manifoldM, c.f. [GS82]. It is well known that in this case
the action of K naturally extends to an action of G := KC. Moreover, when
M is a non-singular projective variety, and when the action of G is linear,
the famous Kempf-Ness theorem [KN79] asserts that the Ka¨hler quotient
M0 can be naturally identified with the GIT quotient ofM by G.
Kirwan studied [Kir84, Sec. 14] the linear action of a reductive algebraic
group G on a non-singular projective variety M from the view point of
GIT quotient. She showed that there is a Hodge structure on HG(M,Q),
and that the surjective Kirwan map HG(M,Q) → H(M0,Q) in this case is
strictly compatible with the Hodge structures. In particular, this implies
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2that if the Hodge numbers of M satisfy hp,q = 0 when p 6= q, then the
same is true forM0. However, Kirwan’s method is algebro-geometric, and
does not apply to the more general case of equivariant Ka¨hler manifolds.
Indeed, Weitsman raised the following question in an AIM moment map
geometry workshop [AIM04] that took place in August 2004.
Question: SupposeM is a compact Ka¨hler manifold and a Hamiltonian
K-space. Suppose all the ordinary cohomology is of type (p, p). Can we say
anything about the cohomology of the quotient?
On a complexmanifold, it is well known that if the ∂∂-lemma holds, then
there is a pure Hodge structure on its ordinary cohomology. On an equi-
variant Ka¨hler Hamiltonian K-manifoldM , Lillywhite ([Lilly98], [Lilly03])
and Teleman [T00] showed that the ∂K∂K-lemma holds on the Cartan com-
plex ΩK(M,C) of equivariant differential forms, which in particular im-
plies that there is a pure Hodge structure on the equivariant De Rham coho-
mologyHK(M,C). LetM0 be the Ka¨hler quotient of the equivariant Ka¨hler
Hamiltonian K-manifold M taken at the zero level set. In this paper we
show that the Kirwan map κ : HK(M,C) → H(M0,C) respects the Hodge
structures on HK(M,C) and on H(M0,C) respectively. As an immediate
consequence, this implies that if the Hodge numbers ofM are concentrated
on the diagonal, then the same property holds forM0.
Our method relies on the Cartan-Chern-Weil theory in differential ge-
ometry, which we briefly explain here. First note that the zero level set
Z := Φ−1(0) is the total space of a principal K-bundle pi : Z → M0. In this
setup, there is a Cartan operator C : ΩK(Z) → Ω(M0) in the equivariant
De Rham theory, which is a homotopy equivalence from the Cartan com-
plex {ΩK(Z), dK} to the De Rham complex {Ω(M0), d}. The definition of the
Cartan operator depends on the choice of a connection on Z. However, in
our situation the restriction of the Ka¨hler metric to Z provides a canonical
connection, and thus a canonical Cartan operator C. As a result, we have
the following commutative diagram.
ΩK(M,C) ΩK(Z,C)
Ω(M0,C)
κ
i∗
C
Here the top horizontal map i∗ is induced by the inclusion map i : Z →
M, and the vertical map is the Cartan operator defined using the canonical
connection on Z. We define the diagonal map to be the canonical Kirwan
map at the level of differential forms.
We observe that the action ofK induces a transversely Ka¨hler foliation on
Z, and that with respect to this transverse Ka¨hler structure, the curvature
2-forms associated to the canonical connection on Z are horizontal forms
of type (1, 1). As a consequence, the Kirwan map κ : ΩK(M) → Ω(M0)
respects the bi-gradings on ΩK(M) and Ω(M0) induced by the complex
3structures onM and by the quotient complex structure onM0 respectively.
This enables us to show that the usual Kirwan map at the level of coho-
mologies is a morphism of Hodge structures, and to show that there is a
surjective Kirwan map from the equivariant Dolbeault cohomology of M
onto the Dolbeault cohomology ofM0.
We would like to point out that technically we only assume that the K
action on the zero level set Z is locally free, so that our result applies to the
general case when the Ka¨hler quotientM0 is an orbifold. We note that to
show there is a quotient Ka¨hler structure on M0, it is equivalent to show
that the foliation on Z induced by the locally free K-action is transversely
Ka¨hler; moreover, the Hodge structure on H(M0) is naturally isomorphic
to the Hodge structure on HB(Z), the basic cohomology of Z as a foliated
manifold. Thus to establish the main result of this paper it suffices to show
that the Kirwan map is a morphism of Hodge structures from HK(M) to
HB(Z). It has been long known that the cohomology of a Ka¨hler orbifold
exhibits properties very similar to that of a Ka¨hler manifold. However, it
has been difficult to find a self-contained reference in the literature until
more recently [BBFMT17] appeared. Our foliation approach offers an alter-
native self-contained simple treatment of Hodge theory on a generic Ka¨hler
quotient.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews equivariant De
Rham cohomology theory, especially the definition of the Cartan opera-
tor. Section 3 explains for an abstract double complex how the dd ′-lemma
would lead to a Hodge type decomposition. Section 4 reviews the ∂K∂K-
lemma for an equivariant Ka¨hler manifold. Section 5 presents some back-
groundmaterials on transversely Ka¨hler foliations. Section 6 proves that on
an equivariant Ka¨hler manifold the Kirwan map is a morphism of Hodge
structures.
2. REVIEW OF EQUIVARIANT COHOMOLOGY THEORY
We begin with a rapid review of equivariant de Rham theory and re-
fer to [GS99] for a detailed account. Let K be a compact Lie group with
Lie algebra k, and let ΩK(M) = (Sk
∗ ⊗ Ω(M))K be the Cartan complex of
the K-manifold M. By definition an element of ΩK(M) is an equivariant
polynomial from k to Ω(M) and is called an equivariant differential form on
M. The bigrading of the Cartan complex is defined by ΩijK(M) = (S
ik∗ ⊗
Ωj−i(M))K. It is equipped with the vertical differential 1 ⊗ d, which we
will abbreviate to d, and the horizontal differential d ′, which is defined
by d ′α(ξ) = −ι(ξ)α(ξ). Here ι(ξ) denotes inner product with the vector
field onM induced by ξ ∈ k. As a single complex, ΩK(M) has the grading
ΩrK(M) =
⊕
i+j=rΩ
ij
K(M) and the total differential dK = d + d
′, which is
called the equivariant exterior derivative. The total cohomology kerdK/imdK
is the equivariant De Rham cohomology HK(M).
4We say that a form γ ∈ Ω(M) is horizontal, if for all ξ ∈ k, ι(ξ)γ = 0. We
say that a form γ ∈ Ω(M) is basic, if it is horizontal, and if for all ξ ∈ k,
L(ξ)α = 0. We will denote byΩhor(M) the space of horizontal forms onM,
and byΩbas(M) the space of basic forms onM. By definition, for all 1 ≤ l ≤
k, the curvature 2-form µl is horizontal. It is also clear that dγ ∈ Ωbas(M)
for all γ ∈ Ωbas(M). Thus we have a differential complex of basic forms
{Ωbas(M), d}, which is a subcomplex of the usual de Rham complex onM.
Its cohomology is called the basic cohomology, and is denoted by HB(M).
Now suppose that K acts locally freely on M. Let ξ1, · · · , ξk be a basis
of k, let x1, · · · , xk be the corresponding coordinates, i.e., the corresponding
dual basis in k∗, and let clij’s be the structure constants of the Lie algebra k
relative to this basis. Then there exist 1-forms θ1, · · · , θk, called the connec-
tion 1-forms, such that
(2.1) ι(ξi)θ
j = δ
j
i, L(ξi)θj = −cjilθl,
where L(ξi) denotes the Lie derivative with the vector field onM induced
by ξi ∈ k. In this context, for all 1 ≤ l ≤ k, the curvature 2-form µl is given
by
(2.2) µl = dθl +
1
2
clijθ
iθj.
For each multi-index
(2.3) I := (i1, · · · , ir), 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ir ≤ k,
let
θI = θi1 · · · θir , xI = xi1 · · · xir , µI = µi1 · · ·µir
denote the corresponding monomials in θj, xj and µj respectively.
Theorem 2.1. ([GS99, Thm 3.4.1]) Suppose that the action of K onM is locally
free, and that θ1, · · · , θk are connection 1-forms satisfying (6.3). Then every dif-
ferential form α ∈ Ω(M) can be written uniquely as
α =
∑
I
θIhI,
where hI ∈ Ωhor(M) for each multi-index I as given in (2.3).
Theorem 2.1 implies immediately that there is a projection operator
(2.4) Hor : Ω(M)→ Ωhor(M).
It further gives rise to the following projection operator on the Cartan com-
plex.
(2.5) Hor : ΩK(M) = (Sk
∗ ⊗Ω(M))K → (Sk∗ ⊗Ωhor(M))K .
Definition 2.2. The Cartan operator
(2.6) C : ΩK(M)→ Ωbas(M)
5is the composition of the projection operator (2.5) and the map
(Sk∗ ⊗Ωhor(M))K → Ωbas(M)
coming from the “evaluation map”
xI ⊗ α 7→ µIα.
Remark 2.3. Set θ =
∑k
i=1 θ
i⊗ξi. Then θ is a k-valued connection one form
satisfying
(2.7) ι(ξ)θ = ξ, ∀ ξ ∈ k, (Rh)∗θ = ad(h−1)θ, ∀h ∈ K.
Here ad denotes the adjoint representation of K on k. For x ∈ M, let Vx be
the tangent space to the group orbit K ·x at x, and letHx be the kernel of the
one form θx. Then we get a connection onM, i.e., a K-invariant splitting
(2.8) Tx(M) = Vx ⊕Hx, x ∈M.
Conversely, anyK-invariant splitting as given in (2.8) determines a k-valued
connection one form θ satisfying (2.7). A close inspection shows that the
definition of the Cartan map C does not depend on the choice of a basis
ξ1, · · · , ξk in k. It depends only on the connection given in (2.8).
Theorem 2.4. ([GS99, Thm 5.2.1]) The Cartan operator (2.6) is a chain homotopy
equivalence from the Cartan complex {ΩK(M), dK} to the complex of basic forms
{Ωbas(M), d}.
We finish this section by recalling the definition of Hamiltonian symplec-
tic manifolds, the Kirwan-Ginzburg equivariant formality theorem, and the
Kirwan surjectivity theorem.
Definition 2.5. Consider the action of a Lie group K on a symplectic manifold
(M,ω). Let k∗ be the dual of the Lie algebra k of K. We say that the action of K is
Hamiltonian, if there exists an equivariant map Φ : M → k∗, called the moment
map, satisfying the Hamiltonian equation:
(2.9) − ι(ξ)ω = d < Φ, ξ >, ∀ ξ ∈ k,
where < ·, · > denotes the natural pairing between k and k∗.
Theorem 2.6. (Kirwan-Ginzburg Equivariant formality theorem) ([Kir84],
[Gin87]) Suppose that the action of a compact Lie group K on a compact sym-
plectic manifold (M,ω) is Hamiltonian. Then the Hamiltonian K-manifoldM is
equivariantly formal, i.e., there is an isomorphism of (St∗)K-modules
HK(M) ∼= (Sk
∗)K ⊗H(M).
Theorem 2.7. (Kirwan surjectivity theorem) ([Kir84]) Consider the Hamil-
tonian action of a compact Lie group K on a compact symplectic manifold (M,ω)
with a moment map Φ : M → k∗. Assume that 0 ∈ k∗ is a regular value.
Then the Kirwan map κ : HK(M) → HK(Φ−1(0)) induced by the inclusion map
i : Φ−1(0)→M is surjective.
63. THE dd ′-LEMMA FOR AN ABSTRACT DOUBLE COMPLEX
Let (K∗∗, d, d ′) be a double complex of R-modules (over a commuta-
tive ring R). In other words, let K∗∗ be a doubly graded complex of R-
modules equipped with a horizontal differential d ′ and a vertical differen-
tial d which are both of degree one, and which anti-commute with each
other. Throughout this section (K∗∗, d, d ′) is assumed to be bounded in the
following sense: for each n, there are only finitely many non-zero com-
ponents in the direct sum Kn =
⊕
i+j=n K
i,j. Set D = d + d ′, and Kd ′ =
kerd ′ ∩ K. Since d anti-commutes with d ′, {Kp,∗d ′ , d} is a differential com-
plex for all integer p. In what follows, we will denote by Hp,q(K, d) and
Hp,q(Kd ′ , d) the q-th cohomology associated to the differential complexes
{Kp,∗, d} and {Kp,∗d ′ , d} respectively.
It is easy to see that the inclusion map Kd ′ →֒ K induces two morphisms
of differential complexes as follows.
(3.1) {Kd ′ , d}→ {K, d},
(3.2) {Kd ′ , d}→ {K,D}.
Clearly, (3.1) and (3.2) further induce two homomorphisms of cohomolo-
gies respectively as follows.
(3.3) Hp,q(Kd ′ , d)→ Hp,q(K, d),
(3.4)
⊕
p+q=r
Hp,q(Kd ′ , d)→ Hr(K,D).
Proposition 3.1. Assume that the dd ′-lemma holds for the double complex (K∗∗, d, d ′).
That is to say that
(3.5) kerd ∩ imd ′ = imd ′ ∩ kerd = imdd ′
Then the following properties hold true.
a) The homomorphism (3.3) induced by (3.1) is an isomorphism.
b) The homomorphism (3.4) induced by (3.2) is an isomorphism.
Proof. a) We first show that the map (3.3) is injective. Suppose that
the image of [α] ∈ Hp,q(Kd ′ , d) under (3.3) is zero, where α ∈ Kp,qd ′ .
Then there exists β ∈ Kp,q−1 such that α = dβ. Thus α is both d-
exact and d ′-closed. Therefore by the dd ′-lemma there exists γ ∈
Kp,q such that α = dd ′γ. It follows that α must represent a trivial
cohomology class in Hp,q(Kd ′ , d).
Next we show that the map (3.3) is surjective. Suppose that [α] ∈
Hp,q(K, d), whereα ∈ Kp,q. Thenwe have that dα = 0. Since d anti-
commutes with d ′, d ′α is both d ′-exact and d-closed. Thus by the
dd ′-lemma there exists β ∈ Kp,q such that d ′α = d ′dβ. Clearly,
α− dβ ∈ Kd ′ represents a class in Hp,q(Kd ′ , d) whose image under
(4.2) is [α− dβ] = [α]. This completes the proof.
7b) We first note that the injectivity of (3.4) follows directly from [DGMS75,
Lemma 5.15]. It suffices to show that (3.4) is surjective. Suppose
that [α] ∈ Hr(K,D), where α ∈ Kr such that Dα = 0. Note that
d ′α is both d ′-exact and d-closed. Thus by the dd ′-lemma there
exist β ∈ Kr−1 such that d ′α = d ′dβ = d ′Dβ. This implies that
d ′(α − Dβ) = 0. However, (d + d ′)(α − Dβ) = D(α − Dβ) = 0.
It follows that d(α − Dβ) = 0. Now use the bigrading on K to
decompose α−Dβ as follows.
(3.6) α−Dβ =
∑
p+q=r
γp,q, γp,q ∈ Kp,q.
By our assumption on the boundedness of K∗,∗, (3.6) is indeed a
finite sum. Since α − Dβ is both d and d ′ closed, it is easy to see
that d ′γp,q = dγp,q = 0 for all p+ q = r. It follows that∑
p+q=k
[γp,q] ∈
⊕
p,q
Hp,q(Kd ′ , d);
moreover, its image under (4.3) is [α]. This completes the proof.
q.e.d.
4. EQUIVARIANT DOLBEAULT COHOMOLOGY AND THE ∂G∂G-LEMMA
Throughout this section, suppose that there is a holomorphic action of
a compact Lie group K on a 2n dimensional complex manifoldM. On the
space of differential forms Ω(M) the exterior differential d splits as d =
∂ + ∂. Accordingly on the space of equivariant differential forms ΩK(M)
the operator 1 ⊗ d splits as 1 ⊗ d = 1⊗ ∂ + 1⊗ ∂. For brevity, we will also
abbreviate 1⊗ ∂ to ∂ and 1⊗ ∂ to ∂.
Since the action of K is holomorphic,Ωp,q(M) is a K-module for all (p, q).
Thus the space
(4.1) Ωp,qK (M) :=
⊕
p ′+i=p,q ′+i=q
(Sik∗ ⊗Ωp ′q ′(M))K
is well defined for all (p, q).
For all ξ ∈ k, denote by ξ1,0M and ξ0,1M respectively the (1, 0) and (0, 1)
components of the vector field on M induced by ξ. Then on the Cartan
complexΩK(M) the operator d
′ splits as d ′ = d
′1,0 + d
′0,1, where
(d
′1,0α)(ξ) = ι(ξ1,0M )(α(ξ)), (d
′0,1α)(ξ) = ι(ξ0,1M )(α(ξ)), ∀α ∈ ΩK(M).
Thus the equivariant exterior differential dK splits as dK = ∂K+∂K, where
∂K = ∂+ d
′1,0, ∂K = ∂ + d
′0,1.
It is straightforward to check that
∂
2
K = 0, ∂
2
K = 0, ∂K∂K + ∂K∂K = 0.
8Definition 4.1. The equivariant Dolbeault cohomology of M, denoted by
H
p,∗
K (M,C), is defined to be the cohomology of the differential complex {Ω
p,∗
K (M), ∂K}.
The following result was due to Lillywhite [Lilly98] and Teleman [T00].
Theorem 4.2. ([Lilly03, Thm. 5.1]) Consider the holomorphic action of a com-
pact Lie group K on a compact Ka¨hler manifold M. Assume that the action is
equivariantly formal. Then the following properties hold true.
a) There is an isomorphism of (Si(k∗))K-modules
H
p,q
K (M,C)
∼=
⊕
p ′+i=p,q ′+i=q
(Si(k∗))K ⊗Hp ′,q ′
∂
(M).
b)
ker ∂K ∩ im ∂K = im∂K ∩ ker ∂K = im ∂K∂K.
Now set ΩK,∂K(M) = ΩK(M) ∩ ker∂K. Since ∂K anti-commutes with ∂K,
we get a differential complex {Ωp,∗K,∂K(M), ∂K}. The q-th cohomology of this
differential complex will be denoted by H(Ωp,qK,∂K(M), ∂K).
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.6, Proposition 3.1, and The-
orem 4.2, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.3. For the holomorphic Hamiltonian action of a compact Lie
group K on a compact Ka¨hler manifold (M,ω), the following properties
hold true.
a) The homomorphism
(4.2) Hp,q(ΩK,∂K(M), ∂K)→ Hp,qK (M).
induced by the inclusion {ΩK,∂K(M), ∂K} →֒ {ΩK(M), ∂K} is an isomor-
phism.
b) The homomorphism
(4.3)
⊕
p+q=r
Hp,q(ΩK,∂K(M), ∂K)→ HrK(M,C).
induced by the inclusion {ΩK,∂K(M), ∂K} →֒ {ΩK(M), dK} is an isomor-
phism. Thus the data (HrK(M,R), H
p,q(ΩK,∂K(M)) defines a (pure) real
Hodge structure of weight r.
Definition 4.4. The dimension of the complex vector space Hp,qK (M,C), denoted
by hp,qK (M), is defined to be the equivariant Hodge number of the K-manifold
M.
5. TRANSVERSELY KA¨HLER FOLIATIONS
Let F be a foliation on a smooth manifold Z. Throughout this paper we
will denote by X(F) the space of smooth vector fields which are tangent to
the leaves of F , and by TF the tangent bundle of the foliation. We say that
a vector field X on Z is foliate, if [X, Y] ∈ X(F), for all Y ∈ X(F). We will
denote by X(Z,F) the space of foliate vector fields on the foliated manifold
9(Z,F). Clearly we have that X(F) ⊂ X(Z,F). A transverse vector field is an
equivalence class in the quotient space X(Z,F)/X(F). The space of trans-
verse vector fields, denoted by X(Z/F), is a Lie algebra with a Lie bracket
induced from that of X(Z,F)
The space of basic forms on Z is defined to be
Ωbas(Z) =
{
α ∈ Ω(Z) | ι(X)α = L(X)α = 0, ∀X ∈ X(F)}.
Since the exterior differential operator d preserves basic forms, we obtain a
sub-complex {Ω∗bas(Z), d} of the de Rham complex, called the basic de Rham
complex. The associated cohomology H∗B(Z) is called the basic cohomology.
Let q be the codimension of the foliation F . If HqB(Z) = R, we say that F is
homologically orientable.
Let Q = TZ/TF be the normal bundle of the foliation. A moment’s con-
sideration shows that for any foliate vector field X, and for any (r, s)-type
tensor
σ ∈ C∞(Q∗ ⊗ · · · ⊗Q∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
⊗Q⊗ · · · ⊗Q︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
),
the Lie derivative LXσ is well defined.
Definition 5.1. A transverse Riemannian metric on a foliation (Z,F) is a Rie-
mannian metric g on the normal bundle Q of the foliation, such that LXg = 0, for
all X ∈ X(F). We say that F is a Riemannian foliation if there exists a transverse
Riemannian metric on (Z,F).
Definition 5.2. A transverse almost complex structure J on (Z,F) is an
almost complex structure J : TZ/TF → TZ/TF such that LXJ = 0, for all
X ∈ X(F). A transverse almost complex structure J on (Z,F) is said to be in-
tegrable, if for all p ∈ Z, there exists an open neighborhood U of p, such that for
any two transverse vector fields X and Y on U with respect to the foliation F |U,
the Nijenhaus tensor NJ (X, Y) = [JX,J Y] − J [JX, Y] − J [X,J Y] − [X, Y]
vanishes. An integrable transverse almost complex structure is also called a trans-
verse complex structure. The foliation F is said to be transversely holomor-
phic if there is a transverse complex structure J on (Z,F).
Throughout the rest of this section, assume that F is a foliation on a
manifold Z endowed with a transverse almost complex structure J . To
simplify notations, we will also denote by Ωbas(Z) and Ωhor(Z) the space
of complex basic differential forms and complex horizontal forms respec-
tively. Now let QC be the complexification of the normal bundle Q of the
foliation. Then J determines a decomposition of ∧rQ∗C as follows.
(5.1) ∧r Q∗C =
⊕
p+q=r
(∧pQ∗
′
)⊗ (∧qQ∗ ′′),
where Q∗
′
are Q∗
′′
are
√
−1 and −
√
−1-eigenbundle of J respectively.
However, it is clear that there is a natural isomorphism
(5.2) Ωrhor(Z)→ C∞(∧rQ∗C).
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Thus (5.1 ) togetherwith (5.2) induces the following decomposition ofΩrhor(Z).
(5.3) Ωrhor(Z) =
⊕
p+q=r
Ω
p,q
hor(Z).
Definition 5.3. Let α be a complex basic form of type (p, q). In view of the direct
sum decomposition (5.3), define ∂α to be the (p, q + 1) component of dα, and ∂α
the (p + 1, q) component of dα.
The proof of the following fact is analogous to the case of complex man-
ifolds, and will be left as an exercise.
Lemma 5.4. The transverse almost complex structure J is integrable if and only
if d = ∂+ ∂. In particular, when J is integrable, we have that
∂
2
= 0, ∂∂+ ∂∂ = 0, ∂2 = 0.
Definition 5.5. Assume that F is a transversely holomorphic foliation on Z. The
basic Dolbeault cohomology of Z, denoted by Hp,∗
B,∂
(Z), is defined to be the co-
homology of the differential complex {Ωp,∗bas(Z), ∂}. The dimension of the complex
vector space Hp,q
B,∂
(Z) is defined to be the basic Hodge number hp,qB of the trans-
versely holomorphic foliation (Z,F).
Definition 5.6. A transverse Ka¨hler structure on (Z,F) consists of a trans-
verse complex structure J and a transverse Riemannian metric g, such that the
tensor fieldω defined byω(X, Y) = g(X,J Y) is anti-symmetric and closed when
considered as a 2-form on Z given by the injection
∧2Q∗ → ∧2 T∗Z. The 2-form
ω will be called a transverse Ka¨hler form. F is said to be a transversely Ka¨hler
foliation if there exists a transverse Ka¨hler structure on (Z,J ).
The following result is due to El Kacimi [KA90].
Theorem 5.7. Suppose that F is a homologically orientable transversely Ka¨hler
foliation on a compact manifold Z. Then on the space of basic forms Ωbas(Z) the
following ∂∂-lemma holds.
ker ∂ ∩ im∂ = im∂ ∩ ker ∂ = im ∂∂.
6. KIRWAN MAP AND THE KA¨HLER QUOTIENTS
Let (M,ω,J ) be a Ka¨hler manifold with a Ka¨hler two form ω and a
compatible integrable almost complex structureJ , and let g(·, ·) := ω(·,J ·)
be the associated Ka¨her metric. Assume that there is a Hamiltonian action
of a Lie group K (not necessarily compact) on (M,ω) with a moment map
Φ :M→ k∗, where k∗ is the dual space of k := Lie(K), that the action is also
holomorphic, and that 0 ∈ k∗ is a regular value of the moment map.
By assumption, the level set Z := Φ−1(0) is an embedded submanifold
ofM on which the action of K is locally free. Thus the K-action generates a
regular foliation F on Z. Let V = TF , and for ξ ∈ k, let ξZ be the fundamen-
tal vector field on Z generated by ξ ∈ k. Then by definition, for all z ∈ Z,
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Vz = span{ξZ,z |ξ ∈ k}. It follows easily from the Hamiltonian equation (2.9)
that Vz = ker (ω|Z)z. As a result, for X ∈ Vz, and for Y ∈ TzZ, we have that
g(Y,JX) = ω(Y,J 2X) = −ω(Y,X) = 0.
We have thus proved that JV is orthogonal to TZ in TM|Z. A simple
dimension count shows that the subbundle JV is the orthogonal comple-
ment of TZ in TM|Z. Let E be the orthogonal complement of V in TZ. Then
E is the orthogonal complement of W := V ⊕ JV in TM|Z. Since both W
and g are invariant under the action of J and K, we obtain a K-invariant
almost complex structure J on E.
Now let TCM and EC be the complexfication of TM and E respectively,
and let E1,0C and E
0,1
C be the
√
−1-eigenbundle and −
√
−1-eigenbundle re-
spectively of the almost complex structure J : EC → EC. We say that a
complex tangent vectorA+
√
−1B is tangent to Z, whereA,B ∈ TzM, z ∈ Z,
if bothA and B lie in TzZ. We first make the following simple observations.
Lemma 6.1. a) Suppose that X ∈ T 1,0C,z(M), where z ∈ Z. Then X is tangent
to Z if and only if X ∈ E1,0C,z.
b) If X1, X2 ∈ C∞(E1,0C ), then [X1, X2] ∈ C∞(E1,0C ).
Proof. a) Suppose that X ∈ T 1,0C,z(M) is tangent to Z. Since X is of (1, 0)
type, we can write X as X = X1 + (ξZ,z − iJ ξZ,z) for X1 ∈ E1,0C,z and
ξ ∈ k. Since X, X1 and ξZ,z are all tangent to Z, we must have that
< X,dΦξ >=< X1, dΦ
ξ >=< ξZ,z, dΦ
ξ >= 0. It follows that
0 =< iJ ξZ,z, dΦξ >= −iω(ξZ,z,J ξZ,z) = −ig(ξZ,z, ξZ,z).
So ξZ,z = 0, and X = X1 ∈ E1,0C,z. The other direction is obvious.
b) Extend Xi to a vector field X˜i on an open neighborhood U of Z, i =
1, 2. Since J is an integrable almost complex structure, it follows
from the vanishing of NJ (X˜1, X˜2) that J [X1, X2] =
√
−1[X1, X2] on
Z. Thus [X1, X2] is a vector field of type (0, 1). Since Z is a sub-
manifold ofM, and since both X1 and X2 are tangent to Z, we must
have that [X1, X2] is tangent to Z. Therefore by Part a) of Lemma
6.1, [X1, X2]must be a section of E
1,0
C .
q.e.d.
Proposition 6.2. The foliation F induced by the action of K on Z = Φ−1(0)
is transversely Ka¨hler. Moreover, if we assume that the moment map is proper,
and that the Lie group K is compact, then the foliation F is also homologically
orientable.
Proof. Let Q = TZ/TF be the normal bundle of the foliation, and let ψ :
E → Q be the restriction to E of the projection map proj : TZ → TZ/TF .
Clearly ψ is an isomorphism from E toQ. Define h = (ψ−1)∗g|E, and define
J : Q→ Q to be the unique bundle map onQ such that
Jψ(X) = ψJ (X), ∀X ∈ C∞(E).
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Since g|E and J : E → E are K-invariant, it is straightforward to check that
h is a transverse Riemannian metric, and that J : Q → Q is a transverse
almost complex structure. The integrability of J : Q → Q follows easily
from Part b) of Lemma 6.1.
Now consider the two tensor σ onQ given by σ(·, ·) = h(·,J ·). It is anti-
symmetric since g is compatible with J . Moreover, under the injection
∧2Q∗ → ∧2T∗Z σ gets mapped to the closed 2-form ω|Z. This proves that
F is transversely Ka¨hler.
Finally, assume that the moment mapΦ is proper, and that the Lie group
K is compact. Let 2q = codim(F). Under the assumption, the top basic co-
homologyH2qR (Z,F) of F is naturally isomorphic to the top de Rham coho-
mology of the quotient space Z/K, which is a compact symplectic orbifold.
Thus H2qR (Z,F) ∼= R. This completes the proof of Proposition 6.2. q.e.d.
Remark 6.3. The claims of Proposition 6.2 continue to hold without as-
suming that K is compact. However, the proof would involve the notion of
Molino’s sheaf, and more generally, his structure theory for a Riemannian
foliation. We refer the interested readers to [LY19, Prop. A1] for a rigorous
proof, and to [Mo88] and [LS18] for a detailed exposition on Molino sheaf
and Molino’s structure theory of Riemannian foliations.
LetΩbas,∂ = Ωbas(Z)∩ker∂, and letHp,q(Ωbas,∂, ∂) be the cohomologies
associated to the differential complex {Ωp,∗bas,∂, ∂}. The following result is an
easy consequence of Proposition 3.1, Theorem 5.7, and Proposition 6.2.
Corollary 6.4. Assume that the moment map Φ is proper, and that the Lie group
K is compact. Then we have that
(6.1) Hp,q
B,∂
(Z) = Hp,q(Ωbas,∂, ∂)
(6.2) HrB(Z) =
⊕
p+q=r
Hp,q(Ωbas,∂, ∂).
In particular, the data (HrB(Z,R), H
p,q(Ωbas,∂, ∂)) defines a (pure) real Hodge
structure of weight r.
Next let ξ1, · · · , ξk be a basis of k, and let θ1, · · · , θk be connection 1-forms
on Z determined by the equations
(6.3) ι(X)θi = 0, ∀X ∈ C∞(E), ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and ι(ξj)θi = δji, ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k.
Then for all 1 ≤ l ≤ k, we have a curvature two form µl ∈ Ωhor(Z) as
given in (2.2). Moreover, we also have a well defined projection operator
Hor : Ω(Z) → Ωhor(Z) as given in (2.4). The following lemma is a crucial
step towards establishing the main result of this paper.
Lemma 6.5. a) Suppose that α ∈ Ωp,q(M). Then Hor(i∗α) ∈ Ωp,qhor(Z) is
a horizontal form of type (p, q) relative to the direct sum decomposition
introduced in (5.3). Here i∗ is the pullback on differential forms induced
by the inclusion map i : Z →֒M.
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b) For all 1 ≤ l ≤ k, µl is a horizontal form of type (1, 1) relative to the
bi-grading introduced in (5.3).
Proof. a) To show that Hor(i∗α) is of type (p, q), it suffices to show
that for any vectors X1, · · ·Xr ∈ E1,0C,z, and any vectors Y1, · · · , Ys ∈
E0,1C,z, where r+ s = p+ q and z ∈ Z, we have that
Hor(i∗α)(X1, · · · , Xr, Y1, · · · , Ys) = 0,
provided r 6= p. By Theorem 2.1, i∗α admits a unique expression
(6.4) i∗α =
∑
I
θIhI +Hor(i
∗α), hI ∈ Ωhor(Z).
Here in the above summation θI = (θ1)i1 · · · (θk)ik for some non-
negative integers i1, · · · ik satisfying i1 + · · · + ik ≥ 1. Therefore
(6.4), together with the first half of (6.3), implies that
Hor(i∗α)(X1, · · · , Xr, Y1, · · · , Ys) = i∗α(X1, · · · , Xr, Y1, · · · , Ys).
However, it follows easily from the definition of the almost com-
plex structure J on E that i∗(Xi) ∈ T 1,0C,z(M), and that i∗(Yj) ∈
T 0,1C,z(M), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ s. Since α ∈ Ωp,q(M), we must have
that α(i∗(X1), · · · , i∗(Xr), i∗(Y1), · · · , i∗(Ys)) = 0 provided r 6= p.
b) Let X1, X2 ∈ C∞(E1,0C ). Since µl is a real two form, to show Part b)
of Lemma 6.5 it suffices to show that µl(X1, X2) = 0. By definition,
µl(X1, X2) = (dθ
l + clijθ
i ∧ θj)(X1, X2)
= dθl(X1, X2)
= X1
(
θl(X2)
)
− X2
(
θl(X1)
)
− θl([X1, X2])
= 0
Herewe have used Part b) of Lemma 6.1 to show that the last equal-
ity holds.
q.e.d.
Definition 6.6. Let C : ΩK(Z)→ Ωbas(Z) be the Cartan operator as introduced
in Definition 2.2, and let i : Z→M be the inclusion map. We define
κ := C ◦ i∗ : ΩK(M)→ Ωbas(Z)
to be the Kirwan map at the level of differential forms.
Remark 6.7. It is clear from Remark 2.3 that the Kirwan map introduced in
Definition 6.6 depends only on the Ka¨hler metric g.
Proposition 6.8. a) ∀α ∈ Ωp,qK (M), κα ∈ Ωp,qbas(Z).
b) ∀α ∈ Ωp,qK (M),
κ∂Kα = ∂κα.
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Proof. Part a) of Proposition 6.8 is an immediate consequence of Lemma
6.5. To show that Part b) holds, first note that by Theorem 2.4 κdKα = dκα,
∀α ∈ Ωp,qK (M). Since dK = ∂K + ∂K and d = ∂ + ∂, we have that
κ∂Kα + κ∂Kα = ∂κα+ ∂κα.
However, by Part a) of Proposition 6.8 the Kirwan map κ respects the bi-
gradings. By comparing the types of the forms we see that
κ∂Kα = ∂κα.
q.e.d.
From Proposition 6.8 we obtain two chain maps
(6.5) κ : {Ωp,∗K (M), ∂K}→ {Ωp,∗bas(Z), ∂},
(6.6) κ : {Ωp,∗K,∂K(M), ∂K}→ {Ωp,∗bas,∂(Z), ∂}.
Bu abuse of notations we will also denote by κ : Hp,qK (M)→ Hp,q∂ (Z) and
κ : Hp,q(ΩK,∂K(M), ∂K) → Hp,q(Ωbas,∂(Z), ∂) the homomorphisms induced
by the chain maps (6.5) and (6.6) respectively, and will call them Kirwan
maps as well. Note that by Theorem 2.4, κ : {ΩK(M), dK} → {Ωbas(Z), d}
is also a chain map. It induces a homomorphism κ : HK(M) → HB(Z),
which is the usual Kirwan map at the level of cohomologies. We are ready
to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6.9. Assume that the equivariant Ka¨hler K-manifoldM is compact, and
that the Lie group K is compact. Then the Kirwan map
κ : HrK(M,R)→ HrB(Z,R)
is a morphism of real Hodge structures of bi-degree (0, 0) with respect to the pure
Hodge structures described in Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 6.2 respectively. As a
result, the Kirwan map
κ : H
p,q
K (M)→ Hp,qB,∂(Z)
is surjective, and so the following inequality holds.
(6.7) hp,qB (M) ≤ hp,qK (M)
Proof. The first claim follows easily from Proposition 6.8. This implies that
we have the following commutative diagram.
⊕
p+q=k
Hp,q(ΩK,∂K(M), ∂K) H
k
K(M)
⊕
p+q=k
Hp,q(Ωbas,∂(Z), ∂) H
k
B(Z)
∼=
κ
κ
∼=
By Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 6.2, both the top and the bottom horizontal
maps in the above diagram are isomorphisms. By Theorem 2.7, the right
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vertical map is surjective. It follows that the left vertical map must be sur-
jective as well. However, since the left vertical map maps each component
Hp,q(ΩK,∂K(M), ∂K) into H
p,q(Ωbas,∂, ∂), the map
κ : Hp,q(ΩK,∂K(M), ∂K)→ Hp,q(Ωbas,∂(Z), ∂)
must be surjective as well for each pair of (p, q). Now consider the com-
mutative diagram
Hp,q(ΩK,∂K(M), ∂K) H
p,q
K (M)
Hp,q(Ωbas,∂(Z), ∂) H
p,q
B,∂
(Z)
∼=
κ κ
∼=
Since the K-manifoldM is equivariantly formal, it follows from Theorem
4.3 and Corollary 6.2 that both the top and the bottom horizontal maps are
isomorphisms. By our work above, the left vertical map is surjective. It
follows that the right vertical map must be surjective as well. q.e.d.
By our assumption, the quotient spaceM0 = Z/K is an orbifold. Clearly,
the transverse Ka¨hler structure on Z naturally descends to a Ka¨hler struc-
ture onM0. We note that there is a natural isomorphism from the complex
of basic forms {Ωbas(Z), d} to the complex of differential forms {Ω(M0), d},
and that this natural isomorphism respects the type of differential forms.
Thus we must have that Hp,q
B,∂
(Z) ∼= H
p,q
∂
(M0), which implies that h
p,q
B (Z) =
hp,q(M0). The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem
6.9, which also answers the open question raised by Weitsman.
Corollary 6.10. Consider the holomorphic Hamiltonian action of a compact Lie
group K on a compact Ka¨hler manifold (M,ω) with a moment map Φ :M→ k∗.
Assume that K acts locally freely on the level set Z = Φ−1(0), and thatM0 = Z/K
is the Ka¨hler quotient. Then there is a natural surjective Kirwan map
κ : H
p,q
K (M)→ Hp,q∂ (M0).
In particular, if hp,q(M) = 0 when p 6= q, then hp,q(M0) = 0 when p 6= q.
We would like to emphasize that the definition of the Kirwan map at
the level of differential forms does not depend on the compactness of M.
As a result, the method developed in this paper may be applied to situa-
tions whereM is not compact as well. For example, according to the work
[LT97] of Lerman and Tolman, any complete simplicial toric variety can be
obtained as a symplectic quotient of a complex vector space CN by the lin-
ear action of a compact abelian group K. Since HK(C
N) ∼= C[x1, · · · , xk],
and since the Kirwan surjectivity theorem is known to hold in this case,
one can easily derive from Proposition 6.8 a symplectic proof of the follow-
ing well-known result on the Hodge numbers of a complete simplicial toric
variety.
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Theorem 6.11. ([CLS11, Thm. 9.3.2]) For a complete simplicial toric variety X,
the Hodge number hp,q(X) = 0 provided p 6= q.
Finally we would like to comment that the techniques developed in this
paper may well be used to attack problems that can not be accessed us-
ing methods from algebraic geometry. For instance, given an arbitrary ir-
rational simple polytope, Prato [Pra01] constructed a foliation analogue of
symplectic toric manifolds, called a symplectic toric quasifold, using a vari-
ation of the Delzant’s symplectic quotient construction. Prato’s symplectic
toric quasifolds do not exist in the algebraic category. However, Battaglia
and Zaffran [BZ15] observed that they can be realized as leaf spaces of holo-
morphic foliations, and conjectured that their basic Hodge numbers satisfy
hp,q = 0 if p 6= q. We believe that the conjecture of Battaglia and Zaffran
can be confirmed using an argument similar to the one that we outlined
above to show Theorem 6.11. However, the reason why the Kirwan surjec-
tivity continues to hold in this situation requires a careful explanation. We
will leave all the details in a forthcoming research paper.
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